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Virtual Forum Expectations
EXPECTATION OVERALL Event CHAT Tab POLLS Tab (+Q&A)

BE
RESPONSIBLE

✧ Use a shared action plan for your 
team

✧ Com plete session evaluations

✧ Post positive on-topic com m ents

✧ Questions for the presenters go in the 
POLLs tab ⇨

✧ Add questions before and/or during 
session

BE
RESPECTFUL

✧ Lim it distractions

✧ Follow up on your assigned action 
item s

✧ Use inclusive language

✧ Use sincere phrasing

✧ Com plete additional polls when 
prom pted

BE 
SAFE

✧ Take m ovem ent breaks

✧ Be aware of your stress level
✧ Engage in productive dialogue ✧ Ask solution-oriented questions

For 
Presenters

✧ Ensure Files Tab has current 
m aterials and related weblinks

✧ M onitor and rem ove inappropriate 
com m ents

✧ Identify com m on Qs to address in final 15 
m inutes
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Tips for Participants

Finding Your Registered Sessions in 
Pathable

Your Personalized Schedule (M y Agenda)

Locate the Agenda M enu, Select “M y Agenda” from the drop-down, and you will see the sessions for 
which you are registered. A green check mark in the upper right corner indicates you are registered.
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Tips for Participants

Navigating the Session Page

1. 2.

3.

1. Session Details (Title, Presenters, Date & Time, Description, Keywords)

2. Join Session

3. Interact through Chat, Polls, & Uploaded Files
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Tips for Participants

Chat, Polls, and Q&A

1. Use Chat for engaging with other  

participants around the session topic.

Presenters may use chat differently in specific 

sessions.

Follow overall Forum expectations for 

responsible, respectful, and safe chatting

1.

2.

3.

2. Find the Q&A under Polls. Questions 

for presenters go there.

3. Some sessions have other Polls or more

Specific Questions. Complete those 

when prompted
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W hile participating in a live Session… Be Present!

• If you navigate away from the live Session you will need to press the “Join Meeting” 
button to get back in.

• What does navigating away look like? Here are some examples:
1. Clicking on any area of the navigation menu

2. Clicking on a Person’s name

Tips for Participants

Be careful of accidently 
navigating away

1.
2.
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Tips for Participants

Support is Available

If at any time you need support as a participant, use the Help Desk:
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Description

• Emotional distress is a part of life that everyone 
experiences and navigates in different ways. Positive 
relationships are an essential support for building a 
practice of resiliency as an antidote for stress. This 
session will share strategies for intentional 
relationship building within school communities 
using PBIS as an anchor and guidepost. Success 
stories and local experiences will be shared.
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Healthy relationships 
are a protective 

factor for all… they 
support our ability to 

be resilient…

How do we create 
environments where 

all are heard and 
seen?
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Why do Relationships Matter?
● One stable and committed adult relationship 

National Scientific Council on the Developing Child (2015). Supportive Relationships and Active Skill-

Building Strengthen the Foundations of Resilience. Harvard University. 
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Teacher-Student Relationship 
has a .52 effect size on 
student learning (potential to 
accelerate student 
achievement)

Hattie. J. (2015; 2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of 
over 800 meta-analyses relating to achievement. 
London: Routledge.  
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Outcomes of Strong Relationships

Ø Tending to students’ social emotional behavioral well-
being

Ø Teacher well-being (emerging research)
Ø Higher student academic engagement, attendance, 

grades 
Ø Fewer disruptive behaviors and suspensions
Ø Lower school dropout rates
Ø Best predictor of teacher joy verses anxiety

(Sparks, 2019)
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Outcomes of Strong Relationships

Ø Improved and lasting social-emotional and academic 
outcomes (Pianta, Hamre, Stuhlman, 2003)

Ø Increased motivation, satisfaction, self-esteem, social 
skills

Ø Supports reduced student dropout, disruptive 
behavior, absenteeism (especially important for first-
generation and students of color) (Thapa, Cohen, 
Guffey, Higgins-D’Alessandro, 2013) 
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Emerging research…

● Increased awareness of impact of teacher wellness 
on students as indicated by improved quality of 
teacher-student relationships  

(Hwang, Noh, Medvedev, & Singh, 2019)
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Unpacking Intentional Relationship 
Building Skills

Connection

Belonging

Communication

Love

Empathy

What do these words mean to you?

Why does paying attention to these words matter? 
In school? In communities? In life? 
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Hardwired for Connection

Ø Relationships + Experiences Shape our Biology
Ø “Even our most routine encounters act as regulators in 

the brain, priming our emotions. The more strongly 
connected we are with someone emotionally, the 
greater the mutual force.” 

Ø Connection impacts the way our brain develops & 
performs 

Daniel Goleman, Social Intelligence:  The New Science of Human Relationships
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Connection

“The energy that exists between people when they feel seen, 
heard, and valued; when they can give and receive without 
judgment; and when they derive sustenance and strength from 
the relationship”(p.19).  

One of the most important aspects of 
relationships in schools is how 
connected people feel to one another 
(Thapa et al., 2013)

Brown, B. (2010). The gifts of imperfection. Center City, 
M innesota: Hazelden. 
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4 Attributes of Empathy

● Perspective taking
● Staying out of judgment
● Recognize emotions
● Communication

Cultivate empathy

Brown, B. (2010). The gifts of imperfection. Center C ity, 
M innesota: Hazelden. 
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Communication

“Relationship is the foundation for dialogue” 
(V. Murhty, 2020)

Practice communicating with a healthy dose of active 
listening to understand instead of listening to make a 

point, construct our response ...
At our core, we all want to be seen, known, and loved

and if you can’t hear me, you can’t see me.” 
(Tarana Burke & Brene Brown, 2020)

Brown, B. (2020, M arch 23). Unlocking Us:  Tarana Burke and Brené on Being Heard and 
Seen . (https://brenebrown.com/podcast/brene-tarana-burke-on-empathy/).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw&feature=emb_logo
https://brenebrown.com/podcast/brene-tarana-burke-on-empathy/
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Perspective-taking through Communication

“A source of much conflict in relationships is our inability 
to see things from another person’s viewpoint.

Looking at a problem from different viewpoints is almost 
always better than looking at a problem from only one 

viewpoint.”

Brown, B. (2010). The gifts of imperfection. Center C ity, M innesota: Hazelden. 
Brown, B. (2020, March 23). Unlocking Us:  Tarana Burke and Brené on Being Heard and Seen . 
(https://brenebrown.com/podcast/brene-tarana-burke-on-empathy/).
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Perspective-Taking  

Perspective-taking skills: 
Ø Know your own perspectives

Ø Show genuine interest in your students
Ø Ask students about their opinion, interests, and background
Ø Listen to what students say and avoid making judgments
Ø Ask open ended questions
Ø Listen to the other person’s story without our lens or judgment, it is 

their truth

Brown, B. (2010). The gifts of imperfection. Center C ity, 
M innesota: Hazelden. 
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Building a Resilient Community  
Organizing our resources to ensure we are all seen and heard…

What will we do for All?

Staff Students Families

Data Sources What data inform connection 

and relationship with all staff? 

What data inform connection 

and relationship with all 
students? 

What data inform connection 

and relationship with all 
families? 

Practices What skills are we cultivating 

to build intentional 
relationships with staff?

What skills are we cultivating 

to build intentional 
relationships with students?

What skills are we cultivating 

to build intentional 
relationships with families?

Systems/

Structures

How will we monitor 

consistency and fidelity to 
our plan?

How will we monitor 

consistency and fidelity to 
our plan?

How will we monitor 

consistency and fidelity to 
our plan?
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https://brenebrown.com/podcast/brene-tarana-burke-on-empathy/
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Relationship Mapping

https://mcc.gse.harvard.edu/resources-for-educators/relationship-mapping-strategy
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Roanoke County Public Schools
Ø Suburban school district in Southwest Virginia

Ø 27 schools
Ø Approximately 14,000 students
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The C-Change Framework

The comprehensive RCPS vision,                                         values, 
and beliefs that serve as                                                                                                    
the foundation of what we                                                              
aspire to do and the manner                                                         in 
which we do it are                                                                      
articulated in the C-Change                                      Framework.

24

https://mcc.gse.harvard.edu/resources-for-educators/relationship-mapping-strategy
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● We ALL come from different 
backgrounds

● We want ALL students and staff to 
feel secure and safe in our schools

● We ALL want to create an 
environment that supports ALL
students and staff

Relationships are Key
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Small Steps with Big Outcomes

It’s the little things we do that move us forward…

“The Ripple Effect”
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PBIS is the 
foundation

Relationships are at 
the core of all we do

The Deeper The Roots, The Greater The Fruits

Student & 
Teacher 
Relationships

Student 
Relationships

Community 
Partnerships

Teacher 
Relationships

Families

Connections

Teams

27
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Trunk: Connections and 

Student Relationships

COVID Era
Ø Feelings of isolation (online student)
Ø Reaching out to friends
Ø Reaching out to teachers

■ Example: "Roses and Thorns" with 
English teacher

28

Branches: Families and 

Teams

Ø Student Advisory Council
§ Major projects and events group has presented 

reaches out not only to student bodies but 
families and the Roanoke Community as a whole

Ø Founding of Student Equity Team
§ Involvement with Equity Task Force
§ Conception of Team and reaching out
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Leaves: Community 

Partnerships

Ø Points of Diversity
§ Partnership with local non-profit organization that 

promotes diversity and inclusion
Ø College Visit Opportunities

§ Partnership with nearby college for under-represented 
high school upperclassmen students

Ø Local Prevention Councils
§ Holding community discussions in spring/summer talking 

about a range of topics concerning equity

30
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Notice a pattern?

Each stage acted as a "ripple" to 
the next!
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Anchoring our work to PBIS
• Our community experienced strong emotions about wearing masks vs. not 

wearing masks

Ø Various public hearing speakers pro and against masking at board meetings

Ø Protesting

• Let’s hear from a high school student who also happens to live in my 
neighborhood

• As of August 12, 2021, a Public Health Order was issued that requires all 
individuals aged two and older to wear masks when indoors at public and 
private K-12 schools, regardless of vaccination status.  This was our 1st day of 
the new school year!

We had to come together, regardless of our personal views, to have some agreement 
moving forward
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So much to do, so little time…

• Instead of simply referring to the public health order, we had to 
focus on relationships and resiliency

• We created (quickly) a mask matrix that was aligned with our PBIS 
framework

• We solicited feedback from coaches, principals, nurses, teachers, 
families and the student who spoke at the board meeting

• Then, we taught it…and reinforced it…and lived it

33
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Using data & relationships to change 
hearts & minds

• Example- high school student using a racial slur toward 
another student

• Led to starting a mentoring program for our multiracial 
students

• Facilitating connections to change attitudes and behaviors

• A-Ha moment- School Climate Survey data

36
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Then and Now…
Thinking Differently

● Previously, consequences would have been issued and we 
would move on to the next problem

● Now we talk the talk AND walk the walk
● How?

Ø Collaborating when issues arise
Ø Having honest, real conversations with parents and students
Ø Thinking out of the box to problem solve
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Outcome- A new 

mentoring program Growing our own teachers

Local university 
connections

Director of Equity & Engagement

Students
Relationships

Mentors

Parents

Collaboration

More     

A-Ha 
Moments
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Then and Now…
Thinking Differently

● Previously, we would have required the teachers to remove the 
information from the classroom because it offended someone

● Now we talk the talk AND walk the walk
● How?

Ø Collaborating when issues arise
Ø Having honest, real conversations
Ø Perspective taking
Ø Using empathy (teaching & practicing the skill sets)
Ø Thinking out of the box to problem solve

39
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How did the story 

end?

● Lots of questions
● Even more conversation
● Taking time to process
● Several meetings
● The teachers posed a solution 

that worked for everyone
● Win-win for all
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The Importance of Student Voice
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Primary Focus Areas of 

District-Wide PBIS

● Social Emotional Learning
● Trauma
● School Safety
● Bullying 
● Signs of Suicide
● Equity & Diversity
● Substance Abuse

42
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Responding to the data:
What are you 

most proud of?
What most 

concerns you?
What gaps  did you 

notice between 
teacher/student 

perception? 

43
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Please Complete this Session’s 
Evaluation

Session #B4 - Leveraging a 
Relationship Centered Focus in 

School Communities1. In the Event Platform/App:
• In “Files” tab, 
• In “Evaluations” in the 

navigation menu
• In “Chat”

2. QR Code

Evaluations are anonymous! We 
send reminder emails to all 

participants.

AFTER YOU SUBMIT EACH SESSION 
EVALUATION, CLICK THE LINK TO 

ENTER THE GIFT CARD RAFFLE

OR
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